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Abstract—This paper describes design and advances in pro-
cess development for UV-lithography of planar single mode
waveguides with openings for out-of-plane coupling µ-mirrors.
Improvements to multi-layer direct patterning of OrmoCore/-
Clad material system using UV-lithography are presented. Near
square core cross sections are achieved. However, non uniformity
across 4” wafer is shown due to varying proximity and UV-
intensity. Openings in full stack with steep sidewalls without
residual layer are patterned. Reduction in stack thickness for
very small exposure doses due to inhibition even under inert
atmosphere is shown. 45◦-µ-mirrors are integrated in these
openings to manufacture a U-link via a single mode waveguide
and two adjacent micro-mirrors. Optical characterization of U-
link demonstrates the feasibility of hybrid lithography approach.
However, non-uniformity of core cross-section leads to cross
coupling of planar waveguides. Outlook to further research on
UV-lithography of multi-layer waveguide stack and alignment
with µ-mirror printing is given.

Keywords—optical interconnects, single mode, ORMOCER®,
hybrid lithography, direct patterning, UV-lithography, 2-photon-
polymerization direct-laser-writing, micro-mirrors

I. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing increase in performance and density in high
performance computing (HPC) leads to a demand for high IO-
bandwidth and bandwidth density. Optical datacom has proven
it’s superiority for longer distances and plugable transceiver
as well as on-board optics are state-of-the-art. Even more
so assuring electrical signal integrity for high bandwidth
and frequency is increasingly challenging. Thus the optical
interconnect is being moved closer to the computing core,
culminating in so-called co-package optics approach where
photonic processing units (PPU) or receiver and transceiver
(Rx/Trx) are integrated on the same interposer with central
processing unit (CPU) and high-bandwidth memory (HBM)
[1]–[3]. The optical interconnect is then formed via butt-
coupling to single mode fibers or fiber arrays aligned in
v-grooves. Whilst this is well established and mechanically
stable [4], we believe that it also poses as a limit in integration
density and scaling as well as costs, due to the needed chip
area for v-grooves, , peripheral arrangement on chip/interposer
edges and limitation to 1D-arrays. In addition it only provides
chip-to-fiber and no chip-to-chip interconnects.
The capability of polymer waveguides (WG) to provide in-
terposer and module level interconnects has been largely

demonstrated [5]–[10]. In [11] we proposed a combination
of polymer WGs patterned in to an optical redistribution layer
(RDL) via UV-lithography and µ-mirrors structured with 2-
photon-polymerization direct-laser-writing (2PP-DLW) to pro-
vide surface coupling. With the combination of two processes
that we termed hybrid lithography we combine the advantages
of both. UV-lithography gives parallel, high throughput 2.5D-
structuring for the optical RDL. Whilst 2PP-DLW allows for
arbitrary 3D-shaped µ-mirrors changing both optical axis and
beam shape. This allows for a higher IO-count and integration
density compared to fiber butt-coupling. The so-called optical
back end of line (BEOL) shown in fig. 1 can be added to an
existing electrical interposer to add optical function.
In parallel the fabrication volume of integrated photonics on
chip-level, mainly Si- and III-V-photonics is growing rapidly.
Coupling to integrated WGs can be provided by tuning the
µ-mirrors to match on-chip fiber grating couplers (FGC). In
[11] we showed WG stability up to 290 ◦C making the optical
BEOL compatible to standard assembly technologies such as
reflow soldering and thermo-compression bonding.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the optical BEOL consisting of polymeric RDL with
vertical coupling micro-mirrors used to connect to a PPU with integrated WGs
and FGCs.

Whilst an in-depth look at the 2PP-DLW part of hybrid
lithography is given in [12], this paper details our recent
advances in UV-lithographic multi-layer patterning of the
WG stack and integration of µ-mirrors into it.
We first briefly describe the design of WG-stack and
µ-mirrors, which we performed detailed in [10].
Secondly we detail our recent advances in UV-lithographic
processing and limitations in homogeneity we face with our
current tool. We fabricate a U-link by integration µ-mirrors
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in openings in stack.
Thirdly we thoroughly characterize produced samples
geometrically and optically. We transmit light across a
mirror-WG-mirror U-link as a proof of our hybrid lithography
concept.
Finally we conclude our work and discuss aims for future
research.

II. DESIGN

The design of our full electro-optical (E/O)-interposer is
described in [11], in agreement with that we choose silicon
wafers as a substrate for all our tests. In [10] we explained
the design of our WGs matching standard single mode fiber
as the most common coupling partner and thus also reference
for FGCs and other optical elements. Therefore we choose a
target core dimension of 7 x 7 µm2 and numerical aperture
(NA) of 0.14. As shown in fig. 2 clad thickness based on
simulations in [10] were chosen as 14 µm for bottom and
21 µm top clad which leads to 14 µm above core. Openings
for the µ-mirrors could either be structured only in top clad, as
shown on the left, or in full stack, as shown on the right. Full
stack was chosen since it allows for bigger horizontal mirror
extension and reduces impact of sidewall shape deviation via
UV-lithography, shown as dashed line. For vertical coupling
this sidewall will be covered by the mirror, for but coupling to
fiber however the shape affects coupling efficiency. Top clad
only opening in contrast would reduce mirror printing time and
circumvent reflection effects at silicon surface during µ-mirror
printing.

Fig. 2. Layer configuration of full WG-stack with full or top clad only opening
for µ-mirrors, integrated µ-mirrors and expexted sidewall shape from UV-
lithography as dashed line.

Based on previous experiments which showed issues with
adhesion of the µ-mirror, we choose the large 26 x 26 µm
mirror footprint in fig. 3, thus anchoring it into the sidewalls
of only about 20 µm-wide hole. In addition the larger aperture
eases mirror to core alignment. The 10 µm-high base is printed
coarsely and with reduced power due to reflection. This is then
followed by the 15 µm-high 45◦-mirror. Full structure height
is set to 35 µm to match the WG-stack Different parameter
sets yielding smooth structures in [12] where tested.

Fig. 3. Used µ-mirror design with large 15 µm x 26 µm aperture and 10 µm
high, coarse pedestal.

III. PROCESSING

This section describes our updated polymer WG structuring
methods. Thorough process development is described in [10]–
[15].

A. UV-Lithography

In [10], [11] we improved our UV-lithographic direct
patterning of WGs from multi to single mode dimensions and
demonstrated the need for exposure with few µm proximity
gap under inter atmosphere to prevent inhibition layers of
up to 5 µm and proximity effects. In addition we introduced
and explained processing of a metal alignment layer,
which is needed for the local alignment of the µ-mirrors.
We improved repeatability by reducing UV-intensity to
≈ 2.8mWcm−2 to allow for reliable shutter times of
> 0.8 s and still yield small doses of 2 to 5mJ cm−2.
UV-intensity is measured using a Thorlabs PM100D power
meter with S120VC diode set to 365 nm which has a circular
0.708 cm2 aperture. Uniformity across a 6” wafer defined as
(PDmax − PDmin)/(PDmax + PDmin) is measured to 2%.
To manufacture the three layer WG-stack we repeat the flow
in tab. I for each layer. A mixture of 70% OrmoCore and
30% OrmoClad gives the desired NA of 0.14 [13]. This is
diluted 20:1 with OrmoThin, which allows for degassing,
syringe application and filtering through 1 µm filter. 14 µm
bot clad thickness are yielded with 4mL of resin applied to
the center of a 4” wafer and spun at 5000RPM. For top
clad 5mL are applied to the entire wafer to prevent shadow
effects from WG cores and spun at 2500RPM. OrmoCore
diluted 4:1 with OrmoThin and spun at 3000RPM is used
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TABLE I
PROCESS FLOW FOR ORMOCORE/-CLAD REPEATED THREE TIMES FOR

MULTI-LAYER WG-STACK

1. Resist preparation Mix by weight ratio, stir 2h,
degas 5min @ 200mPa

2. Clean (only Si) Acetone/IPA/DI-Water spin-clean
3. Surface activation O2-Plasma 5min Si/ 3min ORMOCER®
4. Reference wafer 4-point contact wafer against mask

5. Spin-coating

Pipette defined volume to center,
30 s @ target RPM,
edge beat removal (EBR): spray OrmoThin
on edge for last 10 s

6. Soft bake 4min @ 85 ◦C on hotplate with N2-flow

7. Exposure
2min N2-flow with 100 µm separation,
Alignment with 10 µm separation,
Exposure with 1 µm proximity gap

8. Post exposure bake 10min @ 130 ◦C on hotplate with N2-flow

9. Puddle development 30 s each with OrmoDev and IPA,
IPA rinse, N2-blow dry

10. Full exposure 300 s
11. Hard bake full stack 3h @ 150 ◦C with 5Kmin−1 ramp

for the core layer.
For the core layer exposure times from 1.8 to 2.2 s yielded
best results. Previous results showed smooth top surfaces
but rough sidewalls and a thin adjacent residual layer,
depending on exposure dose. Those were structured using
100 nm writing grid wet etched chromium masks. Sidewall
roughness might be caused by rough edges in the mask thus
we patterned core layers both with 50 nm writing grid wet
and 5 nm writing grid dry etched chromium masks.
For the clad layers we focused on steep sidewalls and minimal
residual layer at the opening bottom. Due to the low fill
factor of the clad masks very low exposure times of 0.9 µs
and 0.95 µs for bot and top clad respectively yielded best
results, shown in fig. 9a.

B. Micro-Mirror Fabrication with 2PP-DLW

Micro-Mirrors where printed into the openings in WG-stack
using 2PP-DLW process, described in detail in [12]. We
choose OrmoComp as resin due to its good structuring proper-
ties for 2PP-DLW, compatibility to OrmoCore/-Clad and low
absorption at the used wavelength of 1310 nm and 1550 nm.
We tested two different magnifications for the writing optic,
with the 25x allowing for coarser grids, bigger writing window
and faster processing. However the lower magnification also
reduces the alignment accuracy, which is critical. Thus the 63x
optic proved to be more feasible.
During the printing it became clear that the stack thickness
was reduced compared to the design goal of 35 µm. Thus
pedestal and full height were reduced to 5 µm and 20 µm. In
addition overexposure with bubbling occurs at the opening
sidewalls, thus scan speed was increased by 25% and laser
power decreased by 10% to reduce the dose. Since parameters
sets with a wide processing window where chosen from [12],
these parameter adaptions barely affect the structure quality.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION

In this section we characterize produced samples both geo-
metrically and optically. We highlight and explain deviations
as well as possible solutions.

A. Geometrical

Our main focus in process development is reducing
WG-attenuation thus we tested different exposure times and
intensities. Comparison between identical structures on the
same wafer both in the SEM-images in fig. 4 and top view
images in fig. 5 clearly shows that a higher deviation than
what is to be expected from the uniformity measurements
we conducted. Core width is deviating by ±1 µm and a
connecting residual layer remains locally. This can not be
prevented by further reducing the dose since inhibition will
reduce WG-thickness and WG-width will decrease beyond
operability. The inter and also some of the intra wafer
deviation can be explained by an inaccurate and non uniform
proximity gap. We are planning to add spacers to the mask,
allowing for exposure in contact mode and a more accurate
proximity gap.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. SEM images of different achieved cross-sections for 7 µm mask open-
ing with same 5mJ cm−2 dose. Varying local UV-intensity and deviation in
proximity distance leads to different cross sections across (a) and (b). Near
square shape with extensions at the bottom is achieved in (a), underexposure
leads to very narrow wave guide in (b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Deviation between patterning results in core-layer for same mask
opening on one wafer. About 1 µm difference between width in (a) and (b).
Visible overexposure and thin connection between WGs in (a).

However, structures that are less than 1mm apart on the
wafer also show these deviations, suggesting that there is a
bigger non-uniformity with our exposure system, that we can
not capture with the large aperture photo diode. Thus, the
dose must be set towards overexposure to prevent WGs in
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Fig. 6. SEM image of WG sidewall roughness with 50nm writing grid wet
etched chromium mask. Similar results where achieved with 5nm writing
grid dry etched chromium mask.

the low intensity zones from lifting off during development.
Fig. 6 shows the sidewalls of a WG produced with 50 nm
writing grid wet etched chromium mask. Due to the processing
deviations no clear conclusion on an impact of mask quality
side wall roughness and attenuation could be derived. The
impact of the extend of the residual layer from overexposure
is far greater.

With the very low doses for the clad we were able to
produce openings without a residual layer and steep sidewalls
shown in fig. 7a. The integrated mirror in fig. 7b attaches
to sidewall facing the core, core position is vaguely visible
in the top right corner of the image. Very good structuring
quality was achieved. Only on the top the writing grid is
visible due to the reduced exposure dose. Also it is clearly
visible that the mirror is higher than the WG-stack. Thickness
measurement revealed that the stack is only 10 µm high. This
large deviation is being caused by inhibition which occurs
even under inert atmosphere for the low exposure doses used.

We will apply different strategies to yield perpendicular
openings whilst maintaining the desired stack-up and also to
improve core layer structuring homogeneity. First of all the

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. SEM images of opening in full stack (a) and opening with integrated
µ-mirror (b). µ-mirror extending above WG-stack since it being thinner due
to inhibition .

transition to a different exposure system with better proximity
control, more homogeneous intensity and improved inert
atmosphere is essential. In addition over exposure for the
clad openings can be countered by increasing the feature size
in mask.

B. Optical

We diced produced planar WG samples and applied optical
testing using fiber butt coupling and the setup described in
[10], [11]. However, we were unable to surpass the attenuation
of 0.64 dB cm−1 and 1.5 dB cm−1 at 1310 nm and 1550 nm
respectively we reported in [11]. Therefore we used a
InGaAs-beamprofiler to perform near field measurements
on five WGs at 40 µm pitch, with light coupled only into
the center WG using a SMF28e+ fiber. Fig. 8 clearly shows
strong cross coupling caused by the residual layer from
overexposure for the 8 cm long WGs. This again underlines
that a high uniformity of exposure dose is mandatory.

Fig. 8. Power density distribution at 1550nm captured with InGaAs NIR-
camera showing strong cross coupling. Facet of five 8 cm-long WGs with
light coupled only into the center WG is shown.

Finally we used a single mode fiber probe to couple red
light through the U-link. Fig. 9 shows the opposing µ-mirror
both with and without illumination. This demonstrates the
feasibility of our hybrid lithography approach.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Multi focus image of full stack with opening, metal alignment marks,
visible core and integrated µ-mirror in (a). Same structure with µ-mirror
illuminated via fiber coupling into the mirror at other WG end.
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V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We presented our optical BEOL-approach consisting
of an optical RDL with vertical coupling elements to
FGCs or other surface emitters/receivers. We improved our
UV-lithographic patterning of OrmoCore/-Clad material
system and demonstrated multi-layer WG-stack with planar,
straight single mode WGs and opening for integration of
coupling elements via 2PP-DLW. However, exposure dose
requirements are at the edge or beyond our tools capabilities.
Still we were able to proof our hybrid lithography concept by
demonstrating light transmission across a U-link consisting of
a planar WG via UV-lithography and two adjacent µ-mirrors
via 2PP-DLW.

For future work we will focus on further improving
lithographic patterning to meet our goal of WGs with 40 µm
pitch on 8” wafer scale with high yield and low attenuation.
In addition patterning of vertical facets in clad and proximity
effect on WG-end for edge coupling, will be studied. Beam
shape will be characterized and design eventually adapted to
match respective coupling partners. More complex elements
such as bends, crossings and tapers will be patterned and
analyzed.
Aspects related to the integration on to the E/O-interposer,
such as planarization of copper RDL with the bottom
clad layer and impact of underlying electrical lines on
WG-attenuation will be studied.
2PP-DLW part of hybrid lithography has proven the capability
for simple plane mirrors. Future work will focus on adaption
to FGCs and introducing beam shaping function to relax
alignment requirements during assembly.
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